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They’re highly commercial, very responsive and good 
to deal with. 

 Chambers and Partners 2021

The whole team provides a service beyond anything 
experienced in over 15 years of doing deals.

 Private Equity investor

Their professionalism shines out head and shoulders 
above all the other legal teams that I’ve come across.

 Mergermarket

Private equity investors face daily challenges, including 
fundraising, origination, valuation, execution, 
performance, exit strategies and regulation. Recovery 
from the global pandemic has added an additional 
dimension however according to the ninth edition of 
the European M&A Outlook, published by CMS in 
association with Mergermarket, 71% of dealmakers 
agree that private equity firms are better placed than 
corporates to take advantage of buying opportunities 
presented by COVID-19.

To secure transactions, private equity actors are leaning towards including 
ESG in their investment ecosystem as sustainability and transparency 
become increasingly important when doing business in the private equity 
world and are changing the way that private equity looks at risks and 
opportunities around a target. ESG can reduce the rate of loans and reduce 
interest rates, making deals more attractive.

Traditional tools of private equity for generating performance continue to 
reap rewards but this maturing industry also needs to recognise the need 
to innovate and improve value creation. CMS is working with clients to 
structure portfolios and reach their objectives. 
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With over 400 private equity lawyers, CMS advised on more than 200 private equity transactions 
in 2021. Whether your transaction is in Europe, Africa, Asia or Latin America, CMS has experienced 
specialists who can bring a deal to a successful close. 

Our deal experience and geographic reach enable us to help clients achieve the competitive edge 
to outperform the market, position themselves to make the highest quality investment decisions, 
and achieve maximum value. 

A large team to deliver deals of every size

CMS is structured according to the industries in which our clients operate and invest. This means 
you work with a team who fully understands the intricacies and nuances of your sector and how 
to create commercially successful deals. We work across the consumer products, energy and 
utilities, hotels and leisure, infrastructure and project finance, life sciences, real estate and 
construction, and technology, media and telecoms sectors.

Industry expertise

Tech and innovation are key strategic pillars underpinning CMS’s vision, which is to be bold,
dynamic and agile. Our investments are transforming the way we manage our deals, and the
pandemic has supercharged our drive to digitise transactions from end to end.

As a founding investor in Lupl, we are using it with clients to collaborate more effectively and
transparently on active matters. AI tools make due diligence exercises much faster and more
cost-effective and DocuSign recently allowed us to close a transaction by signing 2000
documents within two hours.
 

Tech and innovation

Driving the agenda
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Equitix acquires a portfolio of diverse PPP 
projects across Europe

Leading investor, developer and fund manager 
Equitix acquired a diverse portfolio of PPP projects 
from DIF Capital Partners. This was a strategically 
important deal for Equitix, as they continue to 
expand their European portfolio.

A CMS team from Austria, Germany, Luxembourg, the Netherlands and 
the UK advised Equitix on the acquisition of stakes in six public-private 
partnership (PPP) projects following a competitive sale process. The 
acquisition spanned diverse sectors of public infrastructure, and CMS 
was able to deploy dedicated expertise in each relevant sector for each 
of the jurisdictions. 

The projects are located in Germany, Austria and the Netherlands and 
include the German A7 Bordesholm-Hamburg motorway PPP, the Netz 
West rolling stock concession in Germany, a 25% stake in the Dutch 
IJmuiden PPP (the world’s largest sea lock), the A1/A6 and the N18 
Enschede-Groenlo road PPPs and the Vienna Radiation Oncology 
Hospital PPP.

CMS’s advice encompassed:
 — Due diligence
 — All contract work
 — Completion conditions, such as co-shareholder approval, principal 

approval, merger control and foreign investment control clearances

Chief Investment Officer for Equitix, said: “As we continue to diversify 
and grow our European portfolio, we are always looking out for 
attractive opportunities to acquire high-quality assets that meet our 
responsible investment criteria. The DIF portfolio does just this and will 
allow us to leverage our continental expertise for the benefit of 
investors in our European Infrastructure Fund.”

Case studies
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The first GP-LED secondary in Germany

In the first of its kind in Germany, CMS advised 
capiton on the transfer of the shares in KD Pharma 
Group from a (selling) fund managed by capiton to 
a newly established single asset (buying) fund, also 
managed by capiton. 

Capiton initiated the GP-led single-asset secondary transaction to 
provide its portfolio company KD Pharma with the necessary duration 
and follow-on capital to finance the significant future growth potential 
expected.

To make this deal possible, CMS devised a ground-breaking new deal 
structure that is expected to become an important exit option for PE 
houses as the current market climate sees increasing prices for quality 
assets.

A GP-led Secondary is considered when a PE fund is close to the end of 
its term and still has a portfolio company with great value growth 
potential. New investors may acquire shares in a new single asset fund 
buying the portfolio company and limited partners of the original 
(selling) fund may either exit or rollover to become a shareholder in the 
new buying fund. Last but not least as part of the transaction the new 
fund will acquire new growth capital for the portfolio company. The 
pricing of the transaction is achieved by a specific auction process as 
any usual pricing mechanism fails due to the fact that the GP of seller 
and buyer is the same.
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Our track record

Cinven
on the acquisition of Partner in Pet Food, a leading European pet food 
manufacturer, from Pamplona Capital Management, a a transaction that 
signed in just five days and involved 60 lawyers across nine jurisdictions.

Afinum
on the Investment in Ledlenser, a maker of LED torches and head torches

Advent International
on the EUR 1.9bn acquisition of Prague-headquartered Zentiva, Sanofi’s 
European generics business, from Sanofi and then advised Zentiva on 
acquiring the Alvogen portfolio 

Advent International
on the listing of InPost, a leading e-commerce enablement platform, on the 
Euronext Amsterdam Stock Exchange at a market capitalisation of EUR 
8bn, one of the largest IPO to date of a group originating from Poland.

CapVest Partners
on the buyout of Core Assets Group, a leading children’s services group.

Epiris
on the acquisition of Portals De La Rue, the global manufacturer of 
banknotes and security paper.

Advised NextStage AM and BPI France
on the acquisition of Solstyce, a group that specialised in solar power 
engineering and services.

Oakley Capital
on the disposal of a controlling stake in Verivox group and on the carve- 
out of Plesk, a leading WebOps platform running, automating and growing 
applications, websites and hosting businesses, from Parallels group.

Patron Capital
on the Generator Hostels equity investment and JV with Invesco Real 
Estate and subsequent disposal.

Partners Group
on the acquisition of a holding in Merkur offshore wind projects.

Cindat Capital Management
on the acquisition of HCP’s holding of healthcare assets.

CVC
on the acquisition of state-owned PKP Energetyka.

Macquarie Capital
on their acquisition of a majority stake in a fibre to the home (FTTH) 
network from MasMovil, Spain’s fourth largest telecoms company, 
creating (with co-investment from Aberdeen Standard Investment)  
Spain’s first independent wholesale only provider.
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 CMS Private Equity at a glance

 140+
 Number of partners globally Number of lawyers globally

400+

ONE-STOP-SERVICE

Exit M&A -  
Vendor Due Diligence &  

Remediation of  
identified issues

Portfolio Monitoring  
(including Tax,  

Employment, Corporate  
and Commercial )

Shareholder 
Arrangements, 
Co-Invests and 
Sell-downs

Investment M&A-
Buyouts, Minority
Stakes, LBOs, MBOs, 
MEUs, Take-Privates

Total Private Equity

Fund Manager  

Fund Administration 
& Corporate Services

Financial Services 
Regulatory and Tax

Fund Formation  
and GP / LP Advisory

Exit M&A - Trade Sales IPOs, 
Auctions, Recapitalisation 

Investment M&A-  
Comprehensive 
Due Diligence

Anti-trust  
and FDI

Dispute Resolution 
& Mediation

Secondaries and 
GP-Led Secondaries

Acquisition Finance, 
Debt Restructuring & 

Refinancing
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Future facing

Environmental, social and governance (ESG)

CMS believes that sustainability and profitability go hand in hand, and we see 
that deals that meet ESG criteria can result in lower interest rates and more 
favourable terms. Direct legal obligations and market expectations of 
transparency are also placing financial market participants under increased 
pressure to publish detailed information on sustainability issues. The developing 
legal and regulatory framework combined with heightened market expectations, 
makes this a top priority for private equity businesses.

We are already working with our clients to anticipate and understand the 
issues in the rapidly evolving ESG landscape. Find out more at cms.law.

Taking the admin out of deals

On our transactions we use an online platform to share drafts of legal 
documentation in a secure and structured format. It can be accessed by the 
entire deal team but keeps a very clear audit trail as to who has done what, 
to which document, and when. This helps simplify workflows during the deal 
and also drives cost efficiencies. The checklist updates in real-time and greatly 
improves everyone’s ability to quickly check current progress on each 
workstream and allows access to all relevant documents without having to 
find attachments to emails and worrying about which is the latest version. This 
reduces the man- hours involved in some aspects of deal management and 
allows the team to concentrate on legal and commercial, rather than 
administrative, tasks.

Responding to investigations

So called dawn raids – unannounced inspections – are an established and 
increasingly frequent feature of the regulatory landscape and can affect any 
portfolio company coming under scrutiny by local authorities. The CMS 
Dawn Raid app gives our clients instant, 24/7 access to CMS experts 
whenever the authorities come knocking. Developed in cooperation with our 
global competition practice, the app includes jurisdiction-specific checklists 
and best practice guidelines. Download it from your app store.

Mobilising after a data breach

Companies are rightly devoting more and more resources to cybersecurity, but 
most will still suffer a breach sometime. With brand reputation and customer 
trust at risk, as well as intellectual property and data privacy, the cost of data 
breaches and increasingly sophisticated cyberattacks is increasing. 

A rapid response in the aftermath of a breach is critical and can really make a 
difference in preserving the value of your investment. 

CMS can help. Our Breach Assistant app helps you to understand the priority 
actions you should take when faced with a breach and you can contact CMS 
data breach response lawyers at the touch of a button. 

Download the app from breachassistant.com
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Keeping the market up to date

Sharing with you

We keep a close eye on developments and trends in this ever-changing sector to offer you insights, commentary 
and perspectives across multiple channels

Emerging Europe M&A Report 
2021/2022

The Emerging Europe M&A 
Report is now in its 11th year. It 
presents data from 15 CEE 
countries in the region in detail, 
analysing trends and 
development across the region 
and secgtors. This year’s edition 
inlucdes an article on trends in 
private equity investing in CEE

Click here to read the report: 
CMS Emerging Europe M&A 
Report 2021/2022 | M&A deals 
report in CEE
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In cooperation with

Emerging Europe 
M&A Report

2021/22

January 2022

European M&A Outlook 2022

The report offers a 
comprehensive assessment of 
dealmaking sentiment in 
Europe’s M&A market. It reflects 
the opinions of 330 corporates 
and PE firms based in Europe, 
the Americas and APAC about 
their expectations for the 
European M&A market in the 
year ahead. 
 
Click here to read the report: A 
study of European M&A activity 
in 2022 | CMS European M&A 
Outlook

September 2021

Road to recovery:  
European M &  A
Outlook 2022

A study of European M &  A activity

CMS M&A Study 2022

This 14th edition of the CMS 
European M&A Study 2022 
analyses nearly 500 deals on 
which CMS offices in Europe 
advised in 2021. The study is  
a valuable resource for M&A 
practitioners across Europe and 
the rest of the world. It also 
includes a comparison against  
US practice by comparing the 
results of the American Bar 
Association’s most recent edition 
of the Private Target Mergers & 
Acquisitions Deal Points Study.

Read the report:  
CMS European M&A Study 2022

Fourteenth Edition

CMS European 
M &  A Study 2022

Reg Zone – the fast-moving world  
of financial services regulation

RegZone provides you with 
expert analysis and daily news 
from the fast-changing world of 
European financial institution 
regulation. Register for free 
updates at cms-lawnow.com/
regzone

13 May 2021

Regzone Webinar Series

Related topics: Banking and finance,  Funds and asset management,  Insurance,  Securities and derivatives

Webinars available on demand:

This page contains recordings of CMS webinars, available to view on demand. Webinars are a convenient way to stay informed and hear from our

legal experts.

 

Brexit webinar on UK authorisation for EU financial institutions  the end of the
temporary permissions regime

Watch here with slides.
with Paul Edmondson, Pippa Tasker and Sam Robinson.

 

FS Breakfast Seminar Update: Brexit, Covid, Connaught & London Capital & Finance: the
future of UK financial regulation

Watch here.
with Simon Morris and Alison McHaffie.

DISCLAIMER: When referring to “London & Capital” please be aware that this refers to “London Capital & Finance”.

Culture and governance to deliver fair outcomes

Watch here.
with Paul Edmondson, Simon Morris, Elisabeth Bremner and Kati Rannala.

 

Fair value in a digital age

Watch here.
with Paul Edmondson, Pippa Tasker, Elisabeth Bremner and Matthew Bennett.

 

Fair value products and prices

Watch here.
with Paul Edmondson, Aidan Campbell and Sarah Brook.

 

Focusing on Fairness  FCA priorities for the year ahead

Watch here.
with Simon Morris, Paul Edmondson, Angela Greenough, Elisabeth Bremner and Pippa Tasker.

 

The Fifth Money Laundering Directive (MLD5)

Watch here.

EMAIL US   © CMS Legal 2022

Social Media

Please follow the CMS Private 
Equity Group on LinkedIn
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Your free online legal information service.

A subscription service for legal articles on a variety of topics delivered by email.
cms-lawnow.com

The information held in this publication is for general purposes and guidance only and does not purport 
to constitute legal or professional advice. It was prepared in co-operation with local attorneys.

CMS Legal Services EEIG (CMS EEIG) is a European Economic Interest Grouping that coordinates an  
organisation of independent law firms. CMS EEIG provides no client services. Such services are solely  
provided by CMS EEIG’s member firms in their respective jurisdictions. CMS EEIG and each of its member 
firms are separate and legally distinct entities, and no such entity has any authority to bind any other. 
CMS EEIG and each member firm are liable only for their own acts or omissions and not those of each 
other. The brand name “CMS” and the term “firm” are used to refer to some or all of the member firms 
or their offices; details can be found under “legal information” in the footer of cms.law.

CMS locations: 
Aberdeen, Abu Dhabi, Algiers, Amsterdam, Antwerp, Barcelona, Beijing, Belgrade, Bergen, Berlin, 
Bogotá, Bratislava, Bristol, Brussels, Bucharest, Budapest, Casablanca, Cologne, Dubai, Duesseldorf, 
Edinburgh, Frankfurt, Funchal, Geneva, Glasgow, Hamburg, Hong Kong, Istanbul, Johannesburg,  
Kyiv, Leipzig, Lima, Lisbon, Liverpool, Ljubljana, London, Luanda, Luxembourg, Lyon, Madrid,  
Manchester, Mexico City, Milan, Mombasa, Monaco, Munich, Muscat, Nairobi, Oslo, Paris, Podgorica, 
Poznan, Prague, Reading, Rio de Janeiro, Rome, Santiago de Chile, Sarajevo, Shanghai, Sheffield, 
Singapore, Skopje, Sofia, Stavanger, Strasbourg, Stuttgart, Tel Aviv, Tirana, Utrecht, Vienna, Warsaw, 
Zagreb and Zurich.
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